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Piacement and Scope 

of Mainland Scandinavian Modal Adverbs1 

Henrik Jørgensen 

Abstract 

This paper investigates the interplay between modal adverbs and other parts of 
the sentence, especially the grarnmatical subject, in the Mainland Scandinavian 
Languages, especially Danish. Two adverb positions are isolated and analyzed 
with respect to their status in sentence schemes (see examples 1-4 below). One of 
them is recognized as a normal sentence slot, whereas the other one must be 
treated as an adjunct to heads, rather than as an independen t slot. 

l. Introduetion 

1.1. The topic ofthe paper 

The topic of this paper is an in vestigation into the interplay between sentence 

adverbs and other parts in the sentence, notably the grammatical subject, in 

Danish and to some extent in the other Mainland Scandinavian languages. My 

main concern is two adverb positions not hitherto treated by the Diderichsen 

system of field syntax. As I shall attempt to show in my paper, both these 

positions are concerned with irregular focus positions in the discourse structure. 

This influences their empirical whereabouts and imposes stylistical and pragma

tic !imitations to the possibility of showing their existence. It also raises the 

question of whether a scheme with fixed maximal positions is actually the most 

efficient way to in vestigate Danish syntax. A central problem is the necessity to 

account for discursive features which influencethe syntax. The Diderichsen 
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l 
sche�e is co�ceived in �u�h a way that a number of impo

_
r�ant observ�tions 

_
are 

readlly accomhed for w1thm the scheme, but the observatwps that I am dealmg 

with heæ "'i to '"'" this kind o f "thinking in ''"""·.I ,�rul ætnrn to theæ 

'peenlation' � the end of my paper. ! 
1 

l ! 
���� �:�:�:·:lliT:::::� the two adverb positions dealt witJ here were 'not 

hitherto treate by the Didelichsen system of field syntax' cis I suggested above. 

IIi faet, they hÅve both been noted by Diderichsen, but neve� properl y integrated 
. 

h" h l B h . h d l . . ·,b 
: 

mto 1s se erne. ut t ere 1s a met o o og1cal reservation a out all this, too, and 
l l 

this pertains to the two problems: WHAT should be ineluded in a sentence : l 
scheme and H· W to inelude i t. 

The tradi ional scheme looks like this2: 

Figure 1: 

Forbin

derfelt 

k 

og 

'and' 
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Funtament-

felt 

(>F rfelt) 

F 

saa 

'ther' 

Neksusfelt (> Centralfelt) 

v n (subj.) a l, 2 ... 

kunde han 

'could' 'h e 

sikkert 

ikke 

alligevel 

'sure! y not 

anyway' 

i 
Ind,holdsfelt (> 'Slutfelt) 

VI 

i 

N (qbj 
1-2) 

'· 

Al, Z ... 

faa :sagt hende i Tide 
l 

i Besked 

'haye 
l 

saic\' 
l 

'her: a 

word' 

'soon 

enough' 

�-

1 

1--� 
i 

-f 

When Diderichsen started organizing his scheme in the late 1930s, he planned to 

organize it on a basis which is strongly reminiscent of modem dependency 

grarnmar, inelucting notions of verbal valency etc.3 However, in the final version 

dating from 1946, the scheme which forms the basis of the current discussion, he 

replaced it with a more down-to-earth principle, distinguishing elements of the 

sentence on a morphological basis. First, he distinguishes the verb, taking into 

account its split position between finite and infinite position. Next, h e dis

tinguishes elements of the sentence with a nominal kernel and a nominal 

function. Everything else is supposed to be adverbs; Diderichsen did reach some 

interesting new elassifications of adverbs on the basis of their linear possibilities, 

but this was not foreseen from the begirming. In spite of this rather primitive and 

reductionist way of organizing the scheme, it is nevertheless able to show some 

interesting relational links, such as the subject and object positions, the object

like character of the situationall y unknown subject, the treatment of indirect 

objects and their sernantic equivalents. Also certain discursive furretions find 

interesting expressions in the scheme, notably in connection with front position, 

which Diderichsen in his various accounts of Danish syntax has deseribed as an 

important discursive factor. 

It is also important in this respect that the scheme on this frrst level only 

contains slots4 that are directly dependent on the verb. Elements of the sentence 

dependent on other elements below verb level have no slot in this scheme; they 

are accounted for according to their dependence on substantives (in the so-called 

'genstandshelhed'), on adjectives ('beskriverhelhed') and adverbs ('adver

bialhelhed'). This distinction between dependency levels of syntax is important, 

since it is an important factor when it comes to deterrnining permutability. 
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Still, th l qu",tiou of whot o lliot in suoh o soheme æpf",ents æmains open. I 
l 

would sugge t that a slot in the sentence scheme proper represents a Øiscursively 

independent . ode in the dependency network directly depJndent on the verb. 
l . 

This means ti at such a node is not represented by unstress�d anaphors or by . ' 
oversized constructions, since these last most aften are supject to extraposition. 

A slot, then, 'as to c�ntain at least one stress; and vice verra, that �hich has a
. stress and is �node drrectly dependent on the verb, should !be adnutt�d as havmg 

a distinct slot within the scheme to stand on. I have used a isirnilar eriterion (in l : 
Jørgensen 19' l )  to rule out the possibility that the landing !site of the 1unstressed 

anaphm·s is a �lo t in any sense of the word. The eriterion hhe is a retinement of 

sirnilar, but 1dss precise remarks in Jørgensen 1996. j 
There ar three irnportant reservations to be made in rplation tothis defini-

tion of 'slot'. l l 
The first reservation pertains to the verb itself and is que to specific factors 

concerning th split verbal slot in Mainland Scandinavian, �hich is kept together 

as a syntactic land sernantic entity by having only one stres�: 
l 
l i 

* when an infmite verb is present, the finite verb has no str�ss, hence the v slot 

may be unstre[J sed; :: 
' 

* in �onstruct ons with a 
_
verbal partic�e, the stress is �n the! particle in Danish 

and m many s oken versiOns of Swed1sh and Norwegmn; hence the V slot may 
l ' 

also b e unstre sed. 5 ; : 

The conseqoeL is thot this definition of 'slot' is only ærehot to no�-v."bol 

elements of t1Je sentence. The unificational stress cif the disbontinuous verbal 
i ' 

chain through the sentence, uniting at most three different �lots, opera
.
tes with a 

l ' 
different slot , oncept. Since this concept only works withi� the central depen-
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dency node, the definition of slot as given above is not affected in any crucial 

way. 

The second reservation concerns with many sentence adverbs; adverbs like 

nu, da, jo and sgu (so-called modals) are inherently unstressed,6 and hence would 

fall beyond the stress eriterion suggested here. Nevertheless, in arder to account 

for the kind of regularity that can be observed araund such words, they will have 

to have a slot of their own. The most irnportant argument is that they belong to 

paradigros containing adverbial constructions with an inherent stress and 

irnportant sernantic features closely related to those of the nonstresed adverbs 

mentianed above. Thus, the non-stressed character of these adverbs must count 

as an anomal y outside the scope of the greater lines of prosadie syntax. 

The third reservation deals with the front position (fortelt), which may 

equally well be unstressed w hen filled with an anaphoric pronoun. Since I have 

clairned that such pronouns are elitic w hen they follow a stressed element of the 

sentence, it is possible to make a parallel claim concerning the front position, and 

suppose that such pronouns are proclitic. This, then, would be an instance of a 

general rule saying that slots determined by the valency of the verb may be filled 

with elitics foliowing their own cliticization rules. 

My condusion is thus that these three reservations modify the concept of 

slots, but they do not fundamentally alter it. 

1.3. Thesis 

The two slots to be discussed here are the following: 

a. an adverb slot between the finite verb and the subject slot, as illustrated in 

these examples: 
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( l )  

(2) 

'· l 
l 

Først vil altså maskinerne fylde op, og når s� pludselig; ( ... )7 
l 

'At first the machirres will fill up, and when �hen suddenly ( ... )' 
I Rumle Hammerichs 'regeringstid' har såle�es 39 ins�uktører og 46 

forfattere været involveret i produktionen i afdelingen,'( ... ) {Politiken 
sect. II, Aug. 19th 1998.} 

l 

l l 

'D urin g the 'reign' o f Rumle Hammeric h ha�e thus 39 directars and 
46 authors been in valved in the produetion dt the department' 

i 
l 

A tradition l scheme is unable to account for this until a� extra a slot is added: 

Figure2: 

F l v extra a n a 

Først vil altså maskinerne -

I Rumle har således 39 instruktører -
Hammeric l S 

'regO<;ng,td' 
og 64 forfattere 

! 

l 
l 

"V , N 
' 
' fYlde 
l 

vkret 
l 
l 

i�volveret 

! 
i : 

-

-

A 

op 

i produk-
tionen i 
afdelingen 
( . .. ) 

l ' ' 

The issue h re is whether other solutions can be found o� whether there is good 
l o o 

, 
l ' 

reason to eltend the sch�me, m sptte of doubst one could�
.

have. My '

.

thesis is that 
such good r asons do extst and hence that such a slot has:to be recognized. 

\ 

b. Adverbs ·,n the front position ('forfelt') together with s�1bjects, other adverbs 
l 

or other kin ·ls of directly dependent sentence members, as in: 
l 
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(3) 

(4) 

Først kelterne lærte romerne at gå i bukser. { constr.} 
'First the Celts taught the Romans to wear trousers.' 
Især Budapest er en spændende by. { constr.} 
'Especially Budapest is a faseinating city.' 

Diderichsen (1962 §76-2 mentianed the existence of these adverbs, and also 

modified the conventional dogma on the front position being able to contain only 

one element of the sentence in arder to account for these examples (Diderichsen 

1962 p. 190). My task here will be to investigate the conditions of this interesting 

exemption from the principles of the front position and at the same time to 

discuss whether there are any implications for the analysis of such sentences. 

Unlike the first subject of discussion (point a. above), my claim will be that 

separate slots are not needed here. 

2. Sentence adverbs before the (inverted) sentence subject 

In spite of the faet that this slot never found a place in the elementary Universily 
grammar books on Danish, it has nevertheless been noted by many observers8• 
Lars Heltoft (1989 p. 141) has fully integrated it into his recent revisions of the 
sentence scheme. My own previous treatrnent of the subject (Jørgensen 1996) 

was an attempt to clarify stylistic and empirical issues in relation to this slot. In 
this discussion, I want to focus on its prosadie and discursive furretions . 

The Swedish and Norwegian presentalions of this slot are more comprehen
sive, since it seems to play a more inlportant role in these two languages.9 One 
reason for this is the faet that you aften find the negation in this position in 
Swedish and Norwegian, contrary to Standard Danish, where the negation occurs 
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' 

only marginall y in this position. However, it is possible to :argue that the Swedish 

and Norwegiin negation - contrary to the Standard Danish : - is enclitic to the v 

slot. This c�nl be observed from its phonetic form alone, add hence raises the 

question of Jfhether the behavior of the Swedish and Nor�
.

egian neg�

. 

tion is not 

better accoun ed for through syntactic cliticization. : i 
l : 

l . The sJe question could be raised in connection with the Danisr examples, 

since many o the adverbs found in the actual examples ar� unstressei:l. However, 

enough exam�les with obviously stressed filling of the slot remain to : allow us to 

claim that thjslot is actually relevant to the criterion: 1 

(5) en det måtte naturligvis tiden vise. { govern�ent paper � 

(6) 

,J u t this had of course time to show.' ! ' 
Jangier Subjektet, eller vilde dets Foranstillink medføre en falsk 

Pfintering, kan undertiden Sætningsadverbiale� staa paa Indleder-
l . 

p�ads, vistnok uden særlig Emfase. { Diderichs�n} 
· 

'If the subject is missing, or if its front positio� would inquce a false 

e�phasis, can sametimes the sentence adverb s�and in frop.t position, 

p , ssibly without particular weight.' 
l 
i ' 

All these ex ples are obvious cases of a proper subject in! the subjec;t slot, 
l 

immediately , receded by a stressed adverbial construction.j If w e allow the 
! 

unstressed, n n-clitic adverbs to use the same slot, there is 'a good deal of 

evidence to s ggest that there is actually such a slot satisf�ing the criteria set up 

It is imp · rtant to note, though, that the examples foun� with this slot filled 
i 

out are usuallr quite simple in their construction. Dsually the V slot is
. 
empty and 

l . 
' . 

quite aften tl e verb is also intransitive so the N slot as well is, therefbre, 
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typically empty. In general there is a strong tendency for the Danish examples to 

show up in sentences whose sernantic content would designate subjects being in 

certain places, showing up or disappearing from certain contexts. Thus they often 

constitute a sernantic parallel to existential sentences where the (semantic) 

subject is also the focused element. However there is a slight difference here 

since the subject in the adverb-before-subject construction is very often a name 

or a well-known entity in some other sense. To state the existence of such an 

entity with an existential sentence proper seems inappropriate: since the existence 

of the subjectis well known, the only new effect is to put it in to a new context 

(which may be the center of the focus in the actual sentence. 

Although similar from a formal point of view, a special group of examples 

seems to call for a different explanation, namely a�slots befare subjects in wh

questions: 

(7) Men hvor kommer egentlig dette dyr fra? 

'But where comes in faet this animal from?' 

(8) ( ... )hvordan skulle så politikerne i et lille frynseland som Danmark 

kunne bestemme noget som helst? 

(9) 

'( . . .  ) how should then the politidans in a smal! friuge country like 

Denmark be able to deeide anything at all?' 

Hvis Robert Healey havde druknet sig, hvor var så hans kone og 

steddatter? 

'If Robert Healey had drowned himself, where were then his wife 

and stepdaughter?' 

Even the negation may be found in questions, in spite of the faet that this is 

otherwise not possible: 
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(lO) an ikke dette forhold indvirke på løsningen? { constr. } .  
Can not this matter influence [on] the soluti�n?' 

. 

' 

If the focus n a wh-question is the question marker, then'the adverb obviously �1as a differept functi
.
o� here, namely to point to the subje�t of the s�ntence as an 

tmportant p�esupposttwnal factor to the answer. I supposy that this is the basis 
for these ex ples, but I have not yet investigated this m�tter in an}\ detail. 

3. lncorpor ted sentence adverbs 

My attention was drawn to this group while investigating the indepe�dent �entence advrrbs. Oc�asionally one w o uld find examples �ooking vety much like 
mdependent dverbs m front of sentence subjects, which \}'Ould then1 have to be 
discarded be' anse they would move with the sentence subJect w hen this was 

l moved e.g. t front position (forfelt). Since it is a useful d0gma that the front 
position can 'ontain only one element of the sentence belo�ging to t�e primary. 
level, such e �·amples were obviously irrelevant to the disc�ssion rais(fd in section 
2 ' ' . 

Neverth less, these adverbs presented a difficulty in xet another : sense, since 
l ' �hey were o��iously fo�md in positions where they acted a� modifiers to NPs and 

m faet were lftegrated mto NPs, obviously being permutable with the: NP. Thisis 
not �a�ily broj,bght into harmony with the traditional notion :of adverbs being 
mod1f1ers to erbs or to w hole sentences. Of cm1rse n o one1 would deduce 

l 
weighty conc usions from traditional grarnmatical dogmas, l but the clcish between 
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the observation and the traditional theory in this case is strong enough to arouse 

suspicion. 

The Diderichsen tradition has done very littie work on structures below the 

primary level of classical sentence elements, and the faet that certain adverbs 

usually regarded as 'sentence adverbs', may appear in these positions has never 

been closely investigated. Diderichsen has noted the phenomenon in § 65-1 and § 

76-2, both times only briefly stating facts without entering into any kind of 

deeper description. In his description of NPs ('nominalhelheder'), he does not 

acknowledge the possibility of having adverbs in front of such constructions; 

therefore, the two short remarks are ohviously intended to suspend the dogma of 

'only one phrase in front position' . This is, admittedly, only one possible 

interpretation, but on the other hand, the joint permutability remains as an 

obscuring faet. One short remark from Diderichsen seems to be an important 

clue: he states that the adverbs in this construction are unstressed. This is proved 

by the examples I have given, and there is therefore an important point of 

syntactic prosody here. I shall return to it later. 

A brainstorm10 yielded the foliowing list of Danish adverbs and adverb 

phrases; it is expanded here with examples from a Danish text corpus illustrating 

their function in relation to subjects, time- and place-adverbs and other types of 

sentence�elements: 

Figure 3: 

-akkurat - heller ikke -lige præcis 

-alene -i det mindste -navnlig 

-allerede - i  høj grad -netop 

- blandt andet/andre (bl. a) - ikke alene -nøjagtig 
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-blot -ikke kun 
-derimod -ikke engang 
-endnu -ikke mindste 
-ene og a ene -ikke så meget som 
-f. eks. -indtil videre 

- �gså 
-�ræcis 

' 

-selv � 
-sidst men iktke mindst 

l 

-frem for nogen/noget -især 
-specielt 

i 
- s�gar 

- frem for alt -kun -urder alle omstændigheder 
-først og emmest -lige 
-først -lige netop 

Actually, t• e variety of sentenee-elements to which such adverbs �ould be 
i ' 
i 

attached is quite large. This is illustrated here by 'alene':: 

- subject: 

(11) 

l 

( ... ) og da byrådet har besluttet at afskaffe Vt<ntelisterne over et kort 
åremål, vil alene denne konto kræve store inVesteringer i anlæg og 

. l 
drift fremover. 

' ... and since the town council has decided td get rid of1the waiting 
l : 

lists over a short span of time, will alone thi� account &mand great 

investrnents in materlal and service in the ye�s to com�.' 

- subject w th adverb attached 

(12) 
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Eksporten alene er næsten 190 milliarder krop.er, ( ... ) 
'The export alone is almost 190 bill. kr., ( ... )': 

- different scenic adverbs: 

(13) 

(14) 

Alene i London var flere hundrede veje spærret af væltede træer. 

'Alone in London were several hundred roads blocked by fallen 

trees.' 
Alene siden påske sidste år er 735 mennesker dræbt og over 12.000 

kvæstet ved trafil.'Ulykker. 
'Alo�e since Easter last year have 735 people been killed and more 
than 12,000 injured in traffic accidents.' 

The crux of these syntactic phenomena is that the adverbs obviously retain their 
normal sernantic content while at the same time functioning below the normal 
element-of-sentence level. In faet they may show up at any border line in the 
syntax and start the scope of their modification from almost an y break: 

(15) 

(16) 

( ... ) for hvordan skulle de høje herrer på slottet dernede ellers have 
fundet frem til akkurat ham. 
'( ... ) since how should the sires in the eastie down there otherwise 
have found forth to precisely him.' 

( ... ) en del af denne forøgelse skyldes dog opskrivning af ejendom
mene i København og Århus, som på blot to år er opvurderet fra 16 

til 26 mill. kr. 
'( ... ) a part of this growth is due, however, to the reassesment of the 
houses in Copenhagen and Århus, that in only two years have been 
written up from 16 to 26 mio. kr.' 

(17) ( ... ) han gør det også muligt for publikum at komme ind i en situation 

med bare et par replikker. 
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(18) 

'( ... ) he rnakes it also possible for the audience tb enter into a situa-' 
tior with only a �ou�le of lines: 

. ' ; 

Dvr. med et venltgtsmdet eller 1 det rnmdste neu�ralt styre [i] Kabul, 
(... l 

'lat ;,, with a friendly "'at]",, neutral gov"�ent in I<labul ( ... ) 

I t is worth noti g that the scope of these adverbs is Jimited tc6 the constituent in l ' 
which they occ 1r; e. g. the !imitation of quantity in blot in (lis) pertains:only to 

l ' 

'two', but certa · nly not to the figures la ter in the same senteJce. In such cases, a ' l 
change or a lev Iling of the rneaning would norrnally be expbcted, but quite 

clearly such a c ange or leveiling does not occur. However t�is is not quite as 

odd as one rnigb
.
t 
.
think. There seerns

. 
to b e littie reason to as+rne regular slots for 

such adverb poJitwns; the most sensible thing to do would be to add the l ' ' 
possibility of a verbs entering as adjuncts in front of any slot on an y level to 

! ' 
exercise their s ope from the point in question. It is worth nofing that t�e 
technical sol u ti n here is foreign to any kind of thinking bas�d on slots.'; This is 

in keeping with the author' s fundarnental assurnption conce�ing slot S)(Sterns 

like Didericilse 's, i. e., that they have no independent existeJce, but are: rnerely a 

oonvenient way �f eireumecribing more eompli�ated depend+ey ""'ctD"'· 

In faet, all rese adverbs are norrnally constdered to be sentence ad:Verbs and 
they, therefore, !elong to a group of w ords w hose inelusion il� the group of 
adverbs proper i , in any case, doubtful. Hans Gotzsche (fortiJcorning) calls this 
group of adverb 'quasi-adverbs', separating thern from the tr�ditional syntactic-

' 

sernantic groups of adverbs. He points out that the sernantic s\ahJs of th�se quasi-
l 

adverbs is aften that they reflect another sentence which acts :as a presul?position 
(in a non-formal sense) to the ach1al statement being uttered. This would. seern to 

l 

be the sernantic i pact of these adverbs in all these constructibns and from a 
• j 

, 

semantic point o v1ew, the syntactic integration seerns rather :lnisleading. 
216 

Diderichsen seerns to have opted against any theory of incorporation and, in faet, 
the behavior of such adverbs seerns to escape traditional slot conceptions of 

syntax. 
An irnportant question is w hat kind of sernantic irnpact these adverbs have. 

A rnajority of those that can be observed in these constmctions obviously have a 

focusing sense, but a special one relating thern to cleft sentences. They mark a 

contrastive focus, highlighting the focussed element against a group of elements 

relevant to the statement that is made, but not actually included in it. A statement 

like: 

(19) Kun Olsen har set løsningen. { constr.} 

'Only Olsen has seen the solution.' 

l 

assumes that the solution rnight have been found by several (unmentioned) 

individuals sornehow engaged in the search - as opposed to another group outside 

this action, - but highlights Olsen as the one to w horn the statement really 

applies. In faet this highlighting effect is present in all cases, even though it may 

show up in a sarnewhat tricky form, like this: 

(20) Selv borgerskabets bedste børn er rendt hjemmefra, blot for at se på 

{C. V .Jørgensen} 

'Even the upper ten' s best children have left home, only to look on.' 

In this case, the group norninated is a group of individuals to whom the relevance 
of the statement seerns unlikely - as opposed to a gro up that would be prone to 

leave home in an y case - and the element highlighted is the most unlikely 

mernber of the norninated group. 
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All thi oontent "ru''""'' aæ dooely ælatOO to a e<j<>>antio m<ohanirm fut 
deseribed by i Carl Vilmer (1970) in connection with Frenoh cleft sentences. 
Vilmer, in �a�bt, us�s �he ��e ki�d o� s�t theory descriptio�

. 
as I do. T

. 
he faet that 

the sernanile descnpt10n IS 1dentlcal md1cates that all thes1 phenomepa are 
instances of J much larger discursive stmcture, namely th9 array of�eans to 
modify focu in g structure within a normal sentence stringj 

Contras�ing focuses are camplex discursive matters. �hey relat� to state
mon" to whth the "Peokcr '""not be "Ud to have the full ioopydght! ao ro "Peok 
Rather, thesJ statements are 'in the air' and must be seen �s echoes �f statements 
(actually uttered or presupposed) by other speakers. This i� why thett linear order 
may require � modification of the focusing which interferes with the!original 

l : 

organization o f the sernantic material, e ven down to tearin� up s trudures lmit 
l 

below norma�l sentence level structure. Such consideratio�s may explain why 
these stmctu l es have sernantic qualities on the discotlfSe l�vel of the ,sentence, 

l ' 
while at the arne time having surface syntactic Stnlctures rhich set them Oll the 
same footing as elements below sentence level. 

4. Concludi g remarks 

In th� light ol the condusion to the last section one could jsk a more general 
ques

.
twn: do entence adverbs have slots at all? Do o ur res:ults with the con

trastmg ad ve 
1
·bs not suggest that n o sentence adverb has a 

1
slot under ,an y 

circumstance!? : 

I think that the non-contrasting adverbs do have a slo�, and the reason is that 
their linear bl;mvior at normal sentence level is regular enbugh to justify this 
slot. 'Slotles n es s' is only a characteristic o f the contrastitig adverbs. due to their 
specific scop of operation, sirnply because their scope m�y highlight very 
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specific sections of a sentence string. The adverbs in non-contrasting sentences 
have more conventional effects, and hence also slots to exercise them from. 

The most important point to be made is that slot systems, like the sentence 
scheme - in spite of all the reservations one can have about the generality of 
such an apparatus - may have their virtues in actually forcing the syntactician to 
reflect semantic, discursive and pragmatic problems at the same time as he is 
trying to piece his slot machine together. A slot system per se is not what I would 
like to put into force; I think rather that the slot system should be organized in 
such a way that the discursive considerations immediately force themselves upon 
the reader o f the textbook. 

The main task, in my opinion, seems to be incorporating the topic-and-focus 
structure into the sentence scheme. In itself, topic-and-focus is an important 
syntactic parameter, which the Diderichsen tradition has noticed as well, 

l 

especially in connection with the front position. The problem rises w hen other 
focusing structures occur, such as cleft sentences or the focusing adverbs treated 
here in section 3. Such struerures quite often break the linear order imposed by 
the normal sentence scheme. The best way to account for such regnlarities seems 
to be to introduce in a very simple way a parallel linearity underlying the 
sentence scheme, joining its elements on a line. In the simplest case, this line 
maves from topic to focus and, under conditions to be specified as precisely as 
possible, it may be modified to suit the discursive means. 

The ultirnate goal of this line of re-structuring the sentence scheme is to see 
the slots recognized in the Dideric;hsen tradition as an output of exact sernantic 
and discursive factors yet to be described. But this is a vision, not a faet, and I 
think that this little glimpse o f a Danish syntax to come is a suitable place to stop. 

Institut for nordisk sprog og litteratur, Århus Universitet 
Niels Juelsgade 84, DK-8200 Århus N, Denmark 
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Notes 

l. I am grateful to Sten Vikner for comments on the final version of this paper 
and to Patricia Lunddahl, Faculty of Humanities, Transiator Service, Århus, for 
her revision of the English text. Of CotlfSe, any remaining inaccuracies are my 
own responsibility. 

2. · Diderichsen 1962, p. 186, slightly modified and with the present field 
terminology added, ep. Diderichsen 1964, Hansen 1984. 

3. Diderichsen 1936 (=1966 p. 21-24), and Jørgensen (forthcomillg) chap. l 

4. Slot is used in this paper as a translation of the Diderichsen term plads. In 
other English presentations the term place is used as a translation, but this term 
is used here in a non-technical sense, as opposed to the technical definition of 
slot. 

5. Since the particles in Swedish and present-day Norwegian are between the 
infinite verbs and normally-stressed objects ('ta på massen', 'kjøre ut bilen'), it 
is an open question whether the particles are actually in a V slot or in an 
independent P slot, such as the one suggested for Danish by Heltoft (1992 p. 7 5  
et passim). 

6. · Of course the homonyms belonging to other word-classes do not apply in 
connection with this statement. 

7 .  Unless otherwise stated (in {} ), examples are from Henning Bergenholz' 
corpus DK87-90. 

8. Hansen 1970 p. 132; Basbøll l986 p. 71; Vive Larsen 1986 p. 142, Heltoft 
1986 p. 129. . 

9. Bruås 1971 s. 54, Bleken 1971 s. 50f, Thorell 2nd. ed. 1982 § 7 46 

l O. I am grateful to Birgitte Skovby Rasmussen for her many contributions to 
this brainstorm and also for her suggesting man y of the points later brought up 
in connection with the sernantic interpretation of the adverbs in the list and the 
construction of which they are a part. 
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